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Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and good morning. 

I appreciate this opportunity to testify in favor of our tax 

plan, which represents real savings for the people of 

Massachusetts and real help for our economy. 

It wasn't that long ago when any talk on Beacon Hill about a 

tax plan was about tax increases, massive hikes which contributed 

in part to some astounding job losses here in Massachusetts. 

We've lost more than 300,000 jobs since 1988, a staggering figure 

unprecedented in our generation. It's far more jobs, for 

example, than we lost in the oil recession back in 1973-75. 

Based on average salary levels in the state, the 300,000 

jobs we've lost has removed billions of dollars from our economy. 

The cost to our economy of carrying 2.5 percent excess 

unemployment is more than $300 million per month. This is the 

money that people are not earning because they are not working. 

It is money that is not being spent on people's families, on 

health needs, on education, and on taxes. 

Fortunately, if you can call it that, I think most people 

would agree that we have hit bottom. The unemployment rate here 

in Massachusetts has fallen for the last seven months, the 

residential housing market is showing some modest signs of life, 

our banks have begun to stabilize, and we on Beacon Hill have 
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gotten our books in order. 

~ u t  that's not enough. No one should be satisfied with our 

current economic position. We're still clunking along in the 

trough of a recession, and there are 250,000 people out there who 

are out of work, who are running out of money, and worst of all, 

are running out of hope. 

We can't forget them. And we can't rely on some of the 

other factors which helped pull us out of previous recessions. 

The generous amounts of government spending on defense-related 

research and manufacturing are a thing of the past. New 

England's financial-service sector faces more restructuring and 

consolidation. The real estate market will take a long time to 

recover fully from the furious expansion and excesses of the 

1980,s. And the state's high-technology industries face more 

competition in more markets around the world. 

That means we here in Massachusetts must help kick some life 

into our economy, to get it out of the trough of this painful 

recession. We want to lead the recovery and not lag it, and to 

do so, we must adopt pro-growth tax policies which stimulate 

economic recovery and encourage companies to create more jobs 

here in Massachusetts. 

There are some who say that our tax proposals are just for 

the wealthy, or just for business. But look at the facts: Our 

package puts money back into the hands of every single person who 

pays taxes in this state. Our package rewards the implementation 
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of child care options for workers., making it easier for working 

women and men to also raise a family. And most important of all, 

our package will help create new jobs and job-training right here 

in Massachusetts. 

We're not throwing tax credits around left and right. Our 

plan is predicated on a behavioral response, rewarding those 

people and companies who invest in Massachusetts and invest in 

jobs. 

If I may, Mr. Chairman, let me run through each of our 

proposals: 

Our first priority is to put people who are either 

unemployed or underemployed back to work. This is the motivation 

behind the job growth credit, which will directly and immediately 

create jobs by lowering the cost of hiring new workers. 

This job growth credit is designed to motivate aggressive 

hiring behavior on the part of businesses. It is an incentive 

for businesses to bring working men and women in Massachusetts 

back into the workplace in greater numbers than they would 

without the tax credit. Our proposal applies only to those 

businesses making significant payroll increases over their 1990 

baseline -- a minimum 15% increase -- and the amount of the 
credit escalates along with the payroll, up to a 90% credit for 

businesses that double their payrolls. 

This isn't a bone being thrown to big business. You're not 

going to see Digital and Raytheon capitalizing on this credit as 
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much as youfll see the smaller, 10- to 50-worker firms which form 

the backbone of our economy. They are the ones who will provide 

the jobs of the future, and their workers are the ones who will 

benefit most from this credit. 

This recession is cutting at the heart of one of 

Massachusettsf most critical competitive advantages -- its highly 
skilled professional and technical work force. More than 20 

percent of all unemployment claims in January were from these 

fields. Many of these people have the mobility to pick up and 

leave the state if jobs do not become available. 

So while we want to promote job growth in Massachusetts, we 

also want to help keep people at work, the point behind our job 

training and child care credits. As we all know, the 

Massachusetts economy is experiencing profound and painful 

changes, with much of this change related to the deeper 

transformation of the national and global economy. It used to be 

that our competition was based in places like New York, 

California, and Ohio. Now we also must compete with countries 

like Germany, Japan, Singapore, and Korea. In order to remain 

competitive with these countries, we must have a highly skilled 

and versatile workforce to drive our high value-added businesses. 

The job training credit is one sound step in that direction. ~t 

gives companies an extra incentive to train workers for the high- 

skill, high-wage jobs of the future, and allows them to focus 

that training where they think it will be most beneficial. 
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This proposal also sends an important signal to businesses 

considering investing in Massachusetts that we are committed to 
- 

developing a competitive, highly skilled labor force. 

Likewise, the child care credit recognizes the needs of 

hundreds of thousands of families in the Commonwealth. With 

almost 60 percent of women with children under the age of six 

working today in the United States, it would be economically 

foolish -- and plainly unfair -- not to recognize their need to 
balance a career and family responsibilities. 

Underlying all of these proposals is the recognition that 

our economy must grow in the long-term. Jobs must be created to 

replace those we have lost. And the only way to keep the economy 

growing is for businesses to invest in the future. To expedite 

investment and job creation, our fiscal '93 budget includes a 2 0  

percent Bonus Investment Tax Credit for purchases of new 

buildings, machinery, and other equipment above current spending 

levels. 

Our objective is to make companies a bit less hesitant, and 

more inclined to put their capital to productive use now, for the 

benefit of our workers and our economy. 

Similarly, we want to encourage individuals to invest their 

money in our economy. Our budget calls for a targeted phase-out 

of the capital gains tax over a six-year period. This measure is 

an incentive for investors and businesses to shift from a short- 

term focus on profits and stock price to a longer-term strategy 
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that fosters job creation and competitiveness. Our competitors 

think in the long-term, and so must we. 
- 

And let's make another point crystal clear. This capital 

gains reduction is Q& just some further attempt to feather the 

nest of the rich. Middle-class families around the Commonwealth 

will also benefit greatly from this phase-out. 

Suppose a family bought an investment property in 

springfield for $40,000 back in the 1970s to finance their 

children's future educational needs, and they sell it six years 

from now for $120,000. Under the current state tax rates, that 

family would have to pay a $4,800 capital gains tax, whereas 

under our proposal there would be no capital gains tax. 

We are neither talking about the so-called "top one-percenttt 

here, nor is $4,800 a small amount of money. That is enough to 

pay for a year of tuition and fees at any public college or 

university in the state these days. 

We also seek to reduce the personal income tax rate from 

5.95 to 5.75 percent. This would not only put $140 million back 

into the pockets of those to whom it belongs, it would also send 

a positive signal to potential employers that our Commonwealth is 

no longer ttTaxachusetts.tl Furthermore, by taking money away from 

the bureaucracy, we also will be limiting the unnecessary growth 

of government. 

And to emphasize the point that tax increases must never be 

the course of first resort in tough fiscal times, we have 
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proposed an amendment to the Commonwealthts constitution 

mandating that any resolution to raise State taxes must receive a 

two-thirds majority-in both the House and the Senate. 

This would represent a new attitude toward taxing here in 

Massachusetts. Taxes are not some unlimited entitlement 

belonging to the state, but rather the hard-earned money of its 

citizens, Increasing taxes is a serious business, and accordingly 

it should never be an easy thing to do. In my view, when we take 

and waste the money people have worked to earn, that is nothing 

short of theft. 

The constitutions of seven states -- Arkansas, California, 
Delaware, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, and South Dakota -- 
all have similar provisions that recognize the special duty 

attendant on increasing the peoplets tax burden, A state with 

Massachusettst history, above any other, should be especially 

sensitive to this point, 

In closing, Mr. Chairman, let me just reiterate some of the 

benefits that will occur from our proposals. 

b We will build back our employment base and put an end to the 

job loss that has devastated families throughout the 

Commonwealth. 

b We will increase productivity, giving our workers the 

crucial skills they need to make Massachusetts companies 

competitive in the 21st Century. 

b We will provide far more incentive to individuals to invest 
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their money in start-up companies and other businesses that pose 

some risk but promise even greater rewards for our economy. 
- 

F We will stimulate consumer demand, and increase sales 

activity, by keeping money away from government bureaucracies and 

putting it back into private hands. 

b And we will create a positive climate for future investment 

in Massachusetts by letting people know that we are committed to 

fiscalstability, and fiscal sanity, when it comes to our tax 

code. 

Finally, Mr. Chairman, let me just make one point about tax 

equity. Tax Equity shouldn't mean high taxes. To the 

Weld/Cellucci Administration, and to the people of this state, 

tax equity means enough revenues for government to function and 

enough tax freedom for citizens to spend their hard-earned money 

as they see fit. 

Thank you. 




